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Abstract. Block ciphers serve as the core of the modern cryptography, with a continuing study of
cryptanalysis never stopped. Recently, a specific cryptographic structure, namely Even-Mansour scheme,
has been widely revisited and discussed due to its well relevance to most block ciphers. In this paper,
we have proposed MB+, a novel and effective solution to key-recovery issue especially for 4 round
Even-Mansour schemes. Our method is inspired by a multibridge attack that uses two round keys al-
ternately. Specifically, based on a thorough analysis on the properties of the fixed points, we have
observed the existence of invalid keys that can not be disclosed by the multibridge attack. Targeting at
the reduction of invalid-key set, we obtain the MB+method by introducing XOR-parameters in a flex-
ible fashion. With the theoretical analysis and extensive experiments against popular block ciphers,
we confirm the effectiveness of our approach systematically.

Introduction

Cryptanalysis, as well as the design of block ciphers, remains to be one of the fundamental compo-
nents of the modern cryptography. Recently, a certain "round key XOR-permutation-round key XOR"
structure, also formally named as Even-Mansour (EM) scheme [1, 2], has attracted increasingly at-
tention in the literature. EM-based attacks can recover the secret key of a cipher algorithm with a
simple assumption that the round function is a black box. Namely, launching such an attack requires
no knowledge of the internal encryption module, which is very close to real adversarial scenarios.
More importantly, it turns out that most block ciphers (such as Camellia [3], CLEFIA [4], SMS4 [5],
etc.) can be expressed into special cases of EM schemes since the procedure of relevant algorithms
inevitably evolving round key XORs. Also, it is straightforward to extend the 1-round EM cipher to a
form of arbitrary rounds. As a result, looking into potential EM-based attacks becomes a necessity.

So far, one of the most effective EM-based attacks is multibridge attack [6], which is dedicated
for the secret key recovery of 4-round EM schemes. In particular, multibridge attack can disclose the
round keys for a 2n-length secret key with a O(2n) complexity for both data and time. Essentially,
multibridge attack adopts birthday paradox to balance the complexity, while a fixed-point technique
is leveraged to guarantee the success of such attack.

In this paper, we introduce another look on the multibridge attack. We point out that the success
of the original multibridge attack is independent from the attack times. Based on a thorough analysis
on the properties of the fixed points, we have observed the existence of invalid keys that can not be
disclosed by the multibridge attack. Targeting at the reduction of invalid-key set, we give an enhanced
version of multibridge attack, namely MB+, that can significantly increase the effectiveness of such
attack on an EM scheme. Hereby, we conclude the contribution of our paper as follows:

• We present the concept of invalid-key set. We formally prove the high correlation between fail-
ure cases and the invalid keys.

• We theoretically analyze the properties of the fixed points, showing more than 30% of the keys
are invalid during the multibridge attack.

• We optimize the multibridge attack and propose MB+ to enable better attacking performance
on EM schemes. Especially, MB+ used can be conduced multiple times to further increase the
successful rate.
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• We experimentally test the effectiveness of MB+ upon well-known ciphers such as Camellia,
CLEFIA, and SMS4.

Background: Even-Mansour Cipher and Multibridge Attack

In this section we briefly introduce the standard form of Even-Mansour scheme and the multibridge
attack. More complete specifications can be found in [1, 2, 6].

Even-Mansour scheme is a block cipher structure constructed by a random public permutation
with a pre-whitening and a post-whitening, which can be denoted as

E(x) = k1 ⊕ F (k0 ⊕ x), (1)

where F is a n-bits random permutation oracle and x refers to the encrypted plaintext. k0 and k1 are
two independent n-bits keys. Considering the public permutation as the round function used in the
single-round scheme, it can be easily extended to r rounds which contains r public permutations. The
r-round Even-Mansour using r + 1 independent round keys can be shown as follows:

E(x) = kr ⊕ Fr(kr−1 ⊕ Fr−1(· · · (k1 ⊕ F1(k0 ⊕ x)) · · · )). (2)

Consider the S layer and P layer as a public permutation, the SP -structure can be seen as Even-
Mansour scheme. Therefore, EM scheme is also suitable for block-cipher structures such as Feistel.

The multibridge attack is a category of the key-recovery attacks using two round keys alternately.
It is the first effective key-recovery attack for 4-round Even-Mansour schemes. Here we shows the
basic procedures of a multibridge attack, the details of which are also illustrated in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1: A basic multibridge attack on a Even-Mansour scheme.
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According to Dinur et al. [6], given all N = 2n plaintext-ciphertext pairs, a high success proba-

bility can be guaranteed by the fixed-point properties based on birthday paradox. Since each plaintext
P i is known in the basic multibridge attack and each permutation is used for one pair of internal state,
both data and time complexity is calculated as O(2n).

Improved Key Recovery Method: MB+

In this section we first analyze the fixed-point property and show that over 30 percent of the round
keys are actually invalid keys in the original multibridge attack. In order to reduce the invalid-key set
of multibridge attack, we present a noval MB+ attack for 4-round-2-key Even-Mansour scheme.
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Analysis of fixed-point property. The basic multibridge attack assumes that the fixed point may
appear with a probability of 2−n. Hence, according to the birthday paradox, 2n of plaintexts are re-
quired to upgrade the success probability close to 1. As an important property, the fixed point holds
X4 = Y1 and X2 = Y3.

Inspired by the fixed-point property, hereby we prove the observation that the multibridge attack
cannot recover all the round-keys. We define the round key which can not be recovered by multibridge
attack as the invalid key. Since the 4-round Evem-Mansour scheme holds that Y2 = F2(X2) and
Y3 = F3(X3), thus using the fixed-point propertyX2 = Y3, we have k0 = Y2⊕X3 = F2(X2)⊕X3 =
F2(Y3)⊕X3 = F2(F3(X3))⊕X3. If we set F2 ◦ F3(·) = G(·), then we get:

k0 = G(X3)⊕X3 := H(X3). (3)

Equation (3) shows that if there are fixed-points, k0 can be calculated by the internal stateX3. Both
F2 and F3 are permutations, so G is also a permutation. Yet, H can only be regarded as a function,
which means the distribution of recovered k0 depends on a function rather than a permutation.

We further assume thatH is a random function, thereby the distribution ofH 's image k0 will obey
a Poisson distribution with an expectation λ. For a given parameter t, the probability that arbitrary
image k0 = k occurs t times will be Pr[T (k) = t] = (λte−λ)/t!. Since the number of plaintexts is
N = 2n, the expectation goes to λ = N/(2n) = 1.

For all the choice of X3, there exist images of k0 = k′ satisfying T (k′) = 0, which means that
none of the X3 has image k′. We call the set of such images as invalid-key set, and the number of
invalid keys as 2n ×Pr[T (k′) = 0] = 2ne−1. The probability shows that there are 1/e (> 30%) of the
round keys belonging to the invalid-key set, which cannot be recovered by the multibridge attack.

Given k′, and if there exists an internal state X ′ satisfying k′ = H(X ′), it shows that the 4-round
Even-Mansour scheme with k0 = k′ holds X2 = Y3 as the fixed-point property with X3 = X ′.
Otherwise, if none of the internal state X ′ satisfies k′ = H(X ′) for a given k′, the 4-round Even-
Mansour scheme (with k0 = k′) has no fixed point for each plaintext, the multibridge attack will not
recover the round key k′.

The MB+ attack. The original multibridge attack can not recover the invalid keys. Since all the
plaintext have been used in the multibridge attack, there is no data complexity left to improve the
attack performance.

The fixed-point property used in multibridge attack isX2 = Y3, which fixed the construction ofH .
We propose MB+ to enable better attacking performance by introducing parameters as X2 = Y3 ⊕ δ,
where δ has a size of n-bits and d equals to |δ|. Each δ constructs an independent function H that
enables different distributions of recovered key k0. The number of invalid keys will be reduced by
2n × Pr[T (k′) = 0]d = 2ne−d.

For example, if d = 5, then:

Prd[T (k′) = 0] = e−5 < 1%, (4)

which means the number of invalid keys is lower than 1%. Consequently, MB+ provides a signif-
icantly better performance compared to the basic multibridge attack.

Method Evaluation

We experimentally confirm the effectiveness of MB+ in this section. We select 3 well-known block ci-
phers Camellia, CLEFIA, and SMS4, and test the ratio of invalid keys with a differentiating d (namely
the number of δ, specified in the above section). The result is shown in Table 1.

As with our evaluation, only a slight change of d will dramatically decrease the ratio of invalid
keys. For instance, when d = 1, the failure cases make up 36.33% of the entire cases. Nevertheless,
when d rises to 5, a 99.22% successful rate is achieved by our proposal. Hence, MB+ provides an
effective way of making the key recovery attack against EM schemes.
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Table 1: The ratio of invalid keys with various queries in MB+ approach. Block ciphers are chosen
using Camellia, CLEFIA, and SMS4.

Camellia [3] CLEFIA [4] SMS4 [5]
d=1 36.33% 36.72% 33.98%
d=2 14.84% 13.67% 12.11%
d=3 4.30% 4.30% 5.86%
d=4 2.34% 1.56% 1.95%
d=5 0.78% 0.39% 0.39%

Related Work

The academic discussion of Even-Mansour scheme [1, 2] can be typically divided into two directions.
One direction focuses on the security of EM schemes under certain application scenarios [7, 8]. For
the other direction, people aims at constructing a distinguisher for key recovery attacks, with a varying
numbers of encryption rounds and the collision pairs.

In 1991, Daemen [9] presented the first EM-based attack using the differential characteristics of
permutation. Later, Biryukov and Wagner [10] proposed a slide attack which was further improved in
2005 [11]. Such slide attacks leverage the internal self-similarity of the encryption algorithms, and
provide a new approach for the key recovery attack on EM schemes [2]. In 2012, Dinur [6] per-
formed a sophisticated slide attack on the EM scheme. Then, Dinur and Nikolić [12, 13] improved
the method with higher attacking rounds, achieving lower key recovery complexity. Note that the
above approaches are able to disclose correct keys, yet invalid keys will also appear with a certain
probability. Such issue is considered systematically in this paper.

Conclusion

In this paper, we present MB+, an enhanced multibridge attack on Even-Mansour schemes. We first
present the concept of invalid-key set in multibridge attacks and in depth prove the high correlation
between failure cases and the invalid keys. After analyzing the properties of the fixed points, we show
that the basic multibridge has an inherent probability over 30% that leads to the disclosed keys to
be invalid. In comparison, MB+ achieves significantly effective performance. Our result is further
verified through a comprehensive evaluation based on well-known block ciphers.
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